VISTA™ Convertible Closures
MADE FOR CUSTOMERS WHO WANT
FLEXIBILITY IN THEIR CLOSURES
WHAT IT IS
Vista convertible closures are all about flexibility and
control. They let your customers choose to use secure
child-resistant protection or simply convert to a non
child-resistant closure. That makes Vista convertible
closures a highly popular choice for pharmaceuticals,
vitamins and nutraceuticals.
SIZES
Available in 38mm only

STYLISH + SUSTAINABLE + SECURE

OPTIONS
Vista convertible closure tops are available blank*,
with “push and turn” text or embossed with pictograms
*The customer is responsible for providing opening and
closing instructions with the final package upon sale.
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PACKAGING AND FREIGHT INFORMATION
SIZE

STYLE

TOP

PCS/CARTON

PCS/TRUCKLOAD

33mm

Smatte or Ribbed

Blank, text or pictogram

2,500

2,250,000

38mm

Smatte or Ribbed

Blank, text or pictogram

2,000

1,800,000

45mm

Smatte or Ribbed

Blank, text or pictogram

1,700

1,530,000

53mm

Smatte or Ribbed

Blank, text or pictogram

1,200

1,080,000

(in development)

Smatte or Ribbed

Blank, text or pictogram

-----

-----

38mm

Convertible

Blank, text or pictogram

2,000

1,800,000

63mm

Packages using VISTA closures were evaluated against the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) Protocol and
Standards. The studies were performed by our third-party testing laboratory. The studies indicated the test packages fulfilled the
requirements for a Poison Prevention Package as per the Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) Title 16, Part 1700.20. By way of
complying with Title 16, Part 1700.20, the tested packages meet the standards that are defined in Title 16, Part 1700.15.

STYLISH + SUSTAINABLE + SECURE
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CHILD-RESISTANT CLOSURES

The future of child-resistant closures
is here. It’s time for Vista™.
+

STYLISH
Vista from PHOENIX brings more impact and
appeal to your packaging. People naturally reach
for the modern design with rounded edges. Our
exclusive Smatte™ finish has a smooth, matte look
that customers want to touch. On a shelf full of
industrial-looking closures, Vista helps your
brand stand out.

+

SUSTAINABLE
Now you can have more sustainable packaging
with Vista. These two-piece, child-resistant
closures are made entirely from polypropylene, so
your customers won’t need to disassemble them
before recycling. They’re also created with less
plastic, making Vista the most environmentallyfriendly option for you and your customers.

+

MARKETS

• Vitamins
• Nutraceuticals
• Pharmaceuticals
• Cannabis
• Medical
• Household Chemicals
• Industrial
• Agricultural
• Automotive

OPTIONS
COLORS: Available in white, standard
colors and custom colors
LINING: Can be lined with a wide
variety of liner systems including
SureSeal® (foam) and induction foils
EMBOSSING: May be custom
embossed with your branding
or message

VISTA™ Smatte™ Finish Child-Resistant Closures
THE EXCLUSIVE FINISH THAT
YOUR CUSTOMERS WILL REACH FOR
WHAT IT IS
Smatte is more than a finish, it’s a customer magnet.
Now your Vista child-resistant closures can have a
smooth, matte look that’s sleek, modern and extremely
tactile. Customers naturally want to touch Smatte,
and that’s your edge on a crowded shelf where your
packaging needs to stand out. Only PHOENIX offers
the Smatte finish.
SIZES
Available in 33mm, 38mm, 45mm, 53mm and
63mm (in development)
OPTIONS
Vista Smatte finish closure tops are available blank*, with
“push and turn” text, or with a pictogram

A MODERN TAKE ON THE
TRADITIONAL DESIGN

Packages with Vista closures have passed

WHAT IT IS

protect your entire product line. These high-quality
closures are made by PHOENIX. We have over a
century of expertise, including industry-leading
innovations in child-resistant packaging and
SQF Level 2 facilities for food safety.
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VISTA™ Ribbed Child-Resistant Closures

SECURE
protocols for child-resistant packaging, so you can

Blank

Vista ribbed closures have a softer look that’s highly
appealing, but they also provide strong protection where it
matters. They open and close with minimal effort, making
them the perfect choice for vitamins, nutraceuticals, and
any products that are intended for mature customers. For
children, these closures provide a critical safeguard that
helps to protect your customers, brand and business.
SIZES
Available in 33mm, 38mm, 45mm, 53mm and
63mm (in development)
OPTIONS

STYLISH + SUSTAINABLE + SECURE

Vista ribbed closure tops are available blank*,
with “push and turn” text, or with a pictogram
*The customer is responsible for providing opening and
closing instructions with the final package upon sale.

The future of child-resistant closures
is here. It’s time for Vista™.
+

STYLISH
Vista from PHOENIX brings more impact and
appeal to your packaging. People naturally reach
for the modern design with rounded edges. Our
exclusive Smatte™ finish has a smooth, matte look
that customers want to touch. On a shelf full of
industrial-looking closures, Vista helps your
brand stand out.

+

SUSTAINABLE
Now you can have more sustainable packaging
with Vista. These two-piece, child-resistant
closures are made entirely from polypropylene, so
your customers won’t need to disassemble them
before recycling. They’re also created with less
plastic, making Vista the most environmentallyfriendly option for you and your customers.

+

MARKETS

• Vitamins
• Nutraceuticals
• Pharmaceuticals
• Cannabis
• Medical
• Household Chemicals
• Industrial
• Agricultural
• Automotive

OPTIONS
COLORS: Available in white, standard
colors and custom colors
LINING: Can be lined with a wide
variety of liner systems including
SureSeal® (foam) and induction foils
EMBOSSING: May be custom
embossed with your branding
or message

VISTA™ Smatte™ Finish Child-Resistant Closures
THE EXCLUSIVE FINISH THAT
YOUR CUSTOMERS WILL REACH FOR
WHAT IT IS
Smatte is more than a finish, it’s a customer magnet.
Now your Vista child-resistant closures can have a
smooth, matte look that’s sleek, modern and extremely
tactile. Customers naturally want to touch Smatte,
and that’s your edge on a crowded shelf where your
packaging needs to stand out. Only PHOENIX offers
the Smatte finish.
SIZES
Available in 33mm, 38mm, 45mm, 53mm and
63mm (in development)
OPTIONS
Vista Smatte finish closure tops are available blank*, with
“push and turn” text, or with a pictogram

A MODERN TAKE ON THE
TRADITIONAL DESIGN

Packages with Vista closures have passed

WHAT IT IS

protect your entire product line. These high-quality
closures are made by PHOENIX. We have over a
century of expertise, including industry-leading
innovations in child-resistant packaging and
SQF Level 2 facilities for food safety.
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VISTA™ Ribbed Child-Resistant Closures

SECURE
protocols for child-resistant packaging, so you can

Blank

Vista ribbed closures have a softer look that’s highly
appealing, but they also provide strong protection where it
matters. They open and close with minimal effort, making
them the perfect choice for vitamins, nutraceuticals, and
any products that are intended for mature customers. For
children, these closures provide a critical safeguard that
helps to protect your customers, brand and business.
SIZES
Available in 33mm, 38mm, 45mm, 53mm and
63mm (in development)
OPTIONS

STYLISH + SUSTAINABLE + SECURE

Vista ribbed closure tops are available blank*,
with “push and turn” text, or with a pictogram
*The customer is responsible for providing opening and
closing instructions with the final package upon sale.

VISTA™ Convertible Closures
MADE FOR CUSTOMERS WHO WANT
FLEXIBILITY IN THEIR CLOSURES
WHAT IT IS
Vista convertible closures are all about flexibility and
control. They let your customers choose to use secure
child-resistant protection or simply convert to a non
child-resistant closure. That makes Vista convertible
closures a highly popular choice for pharmaceuticals,
vitamins and nutraceuticals.
SIZES
Available in 38mm only

STYLISH + SUSTAINABLE + SECURE

OPTIONS
Vista convertible closure tops are available blank*,
with “push and turn” text or embossed with pictograms
*The customer is responsible for providing opening and
closing instructions with the final package upon sale.
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PACKAGING AND FREIGHT INFORMATION
SIZE

STYLE

TOP

PCS/CARTON

PCS/TRUCKLOAD

33mm

Smatte or Ribbed

Blank, text or pictogram

2,500

2,250,000

38mm

Smatte or Ribbed

Blank, text or pictogram

2,000

1,800,000

45mm

Smatte or Ribbed

Blank, text or pictogram

1,700

1,530,000

53mm

Smatte or Ribbed

Blank, text or pictogram

1,200

1,080,000

(in development)

Smatte or Ribbed

Blank, text or pictogram

-----

-----

38mm

Convertible

Blank, text or pictogram

2,000

1,800,000

63mm

Packages using VISTA closures were evaluated against the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) Protocol and
Standards. The studies were performed by our third-party testing laboratory. The studies indicated the test packages fulfilled the
requirements for a Poison Prevention Package as per the Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) Title 16, Part 1700.20. By way of
complying with Title 16, Part 1700.20, the tested packages meet the standards that are defined in Title 16, Part 1700.15.
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CHILD-RESISTANT CLOSURES

